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The Histories
The Histories
Spring 2007 is upon us, and it brings with it yet another edition o f The Histories. 
As always, we strive to bring you quality articles written by La Salle University students 
o f the History Department at both the undergraduate and masters levels. We trust that this 
edition will not disappoint.
For your perusal we have three articles and two book reviews in this issue. There 
is a very patriotic article concerning the Vietnam soldiers of a Philadelphia high school 
who were killed during that war. There is another article featuring King Henry II of 
England and the legal reforms that would become the basis o f English Common Law.
The articles are rounded off with a discussion o f Stephen Decatur, a man who was 
instrumental in making the U.S. Navy the powerhouse that it would become. The book 
reviews are also interesting and informative, profiling a semi-fictional book about 
Vietnam and another about Muhammad and the historical foundations o f Islam.
The Histories would not be possible without the help o f many people, whether 
they be students, staff, faculty or administrators. First among these is Tim Smalarz, the 
Supervising/Copy Editor, whose dedication over the years has kept this journal alive and 
well. The help o f  Mike Nicholas as Assistant Editor has also been key, especially in 
dealing with the minutiae o f editing and last minute work that ensures that deadlines are 
met. These two gentlemen are both graduating and going on to bigger and better things. 
They will be missed. Other seniors must also be mentioned, with heartfelt thanks for all 
they have done and contributed over the years— Jaime Konieczny, Aaron Spence, and 
Dennis Carey. Best wishes for you all as you continue on to life after La Salle! This 
publication also would not be possible without our moderator, Professor Jeffery 
LaMonica, department chair Charles Desnoyers, the excellent faculty of the History 
Department, the financial assistance o f Chris Kazmierczak, and o f course its dedicated 
writers.
We hope you find the articles and reviews o f this journal both enjoyable and 
informative. The Histories has long set a standard of excellence, and we trust that this 
edition will meet and surpass the bar set by its predecessors.
Writers: Sarah Bischoff, Jaime Konieczny, Michael Nicholas, Christopher Schwartz, and 
Timothy Smalarz
Moderators: Dr. Charles Desnoyers, Dr. Stuart Leibiger, and Professor Jeffery 
LaMonica
Courtney E. Bowers
Spring 2007
Editors: Courtney Bowers, Editor-In-Chief, Timothy Smalarz, Supervising/Copy Editor, 
and Michael Nicholas, Associate Editor.
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I
Twenty-Seven 
By Jaime Konieczny ‘07
The conflict between the United States and Vietnam spanned twenty-five years; 
58,219 Americans died, but it was never declared an official war.1 The majority o f the 
public opposed the war by its end and often shunned those who served. Not until the late 
1980s did the nation begin to recognize those who fought, were maimed or died. As the 
numbers were tallied, small yet important connections became apparent. Such was the 
case with the twenty-seven former students o f Father Judge High School, who are known 
to the current students, faculty and alumni as the Father Judge 27. These men were from 
different classes and different areas o f Philadelphia, yet they have two commonalities: 
they were students at Father Judge, and they all died because o f Vietnam. The Father 
Judge 27 left everything they knew in order to serve their country and it cost them their 
lives. These twenty-seven men answered a call to arms to serve their country, doing so 
with great dedication and honor. They entered the war as enlisted men and as draftees to 
fulfill their duty to their country. They did so by signing up and responding to the 
summons to serve in some o f the most grueling, dangerous, and needed positions in the 
military. Most o f the men never lived to see beyond their twenty-second birthdays, but 
they understood the simple phrase that “freedom is not free,” and they fought for it.
These men may not individually have radically different stories than the other 58, 
219 Americans who died in the war; however, together they represent a great gift from 
one small Catholic school to the rest o f the country. The Father Judge 27 were all 
students o f the same high school where they were taught to be men, and to live their lives 
to the standard o f the school motto “non excident,” meaning “will not falter or fail.”2 
Each man lived up to the standards instilled in them by Father Judge through their actions 
as part o f the Vietnam War. They did not fail, for they served their country to the best of 
their abilities even when doing so meant sacrificing their lives. They were not in the same 
units, and they did not die side by side, but when counted together they are the highest 
casualty rate o f any parochial school in the nation. To serve was their duty; their sacrifice 
was their lives.
Vietnam was a war o f  misconception and constant escalation. The first U.S. 
ground troops landed on March 8, 1965; by 1967 the U.S. was drafting thirty thousand 
troops per month. With this began the long process o f  the disillusioned society o f the
1 W aring, Tom. “Great Wall Visits Father Judge High School,” Philadelphia: Northeast Times, 2001.
2 Father Judge High School, http://www .fatlieriudge.com /fatheriudge.aspx?pgID=883
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U.S.3 No longer were people enthusiastic about defending U.S. pride or sense o f world 
power, not as they had been when the Gulf o f Tonkin Resolution was signed in August of 
1964.4 Instead people now began protests and rallies arguing against the war. The anti­
war movement gained full momentum in 1968 after the large number o f casualties was 
revealed to the public. However, the men of the Father Judge 27 did not waver in their 
commitment to the country’s increasing need for additional military— if they were 
drafted, they went to serve to the best o f their abilities in the army. However, the majority 
o f the twenty-seven men willingly enlisted in the various military branches o f the armed 
forces. Fourteen o f the twenty-seven enlisted and served in the Marine Corps; they 
enlisted knowing they would be sent to Vietnam and would more than likely serve as a 
member o f an infantry division. Surviving Marines from the Vietnam era have said that 
men enlisted wanting to be the best.
Those who enlisted in the army did so also knowing they would be sent to 
Vietnam, but not necessarily in the infantry units. No matter in which branch they served 
they were husbands, brothers, fathers and sons during a time when the country was 
awakening from the illusion that the war would be quick and the U.S. victorious. They 
had the opportunity to see the lack o f support. Yet, they choose to enlist, to be the best, to 
know the horrors and the pain, and if necessary give their own lives. They were students 
o f  Father Judge High School; they had been taught to be men, to stand their ground, to be 
dedicated, loyal, and to maintain their crusader pride.
They did not all die heroic deaths; not all were remembered in newspaper 
articles, nor were all given more than the customary medals. Yet, these twenty-seven men 
are heroes to those who remember: their families, friends, fellow service men and the 
schools that taught them. They inspire a sense o f pride in those who know their stories. 
They are the Father Judge 27. “Greater love than this no one has, that one lays down his 
life his friend.”5 This statement as inscribed on the monument to the Father Judge 27, 
erected in 1968 to commemorate their service to their country, truly strikes a chord when 
considering the circumstances o f the deaths o f the men o f the Father Judge 27.6
In 1961, Joseph Pellegrino graduated from Father Judge High School. In 
September o f the same year he enlisted in the Army, by 1963 he was sent to Vietnam to 
serve as a private. He had been promoted to the status o f sergeant by the time he returned 
home. By 1965, sergeant Pellegrino had served his term— he was eligible for discharge—  
yet he was inspired to reenlist. His sense o f adventure compelled him towards the Special 
Forces units, particularly the Green Berets.7 In March of 1966, Joseph Pellegrino returned 
to Vietnam for the last time, as a second Lieutenant and senior advisor to a Civilian 
Irregular Defense Group. On May 18, 1966 he successfully saved captured enemy 
documents that had been swept down the Song Con River, but in his retrieval o f the 
documents he drowned. Joseph Pellegrino was twenty-two years old when he died.8 What 
is unusual about him is not that he enlisted in the army or the fact that he was twenty-two 
years old when he passed away, it is rather that he was willing to re-enlist in the military
1 Herring, George. Am erica’s Longest W ar. Boston: McGraw-Hill H igher Education, 2002. (155-156).
4 Herring, George, Am erica’s Longest W ar. Boston: McGraw-Hill H igher Education, 2002. (144-145).
5 John. 15:13
6 Father Judge High School httn://w w w .fatlieriudge.com /fatheriudge.aspx?p°ID=1258
7 “The W all-USA” http://thewall-usa.com/cgi-bin/search5.cgi
8 “The W all-USA” http://thewall-usa.com /cgi-bin/search5.cgi
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to join a more elite and tougher unit, all the while knowing what he was signing up for. 
He knew the conditions o f Vietnam— the horrible monsoon season, the unrelenting 
heat— and yet he re-enlisted to serve among the elite for his country. His death at a 
glance appears to be more accidental than heroic, but he gave his life in order to secure 
important captured enemy paperwork. He did not falter in his mission to protect the 
paperwork; he lived up to the Judge motto “will not falter or fail.” He did not fail in his 
mission; he did what he had to do, giving it his all, including his own life.
John F. Bense, better known as “Jack,” was a six-foot-two, two hundred pound 
all-star football player who for a brief time played college football (on scholarship) at the 
University o f Tulsa. He was drafted into the Army in November 1965 and was sent to 
Vietnam as a sergeant on July 23,1966. Sergeant Bense was assigned to Company C o f 
the 2nd Battalion, 8th Infantry, 4th Infantry Division. He died on April 17, 1967 after 
throwing a body block on his platoon leader to save him from a live grenade. After his 
death his platoon continued on, yet they still remembered Sergeant Bense. Joe Woods, 
Judge Class of 1965, one day struck up a conversation with a few GI’s. When Woods 
mentioned he was from Philadelphia the men from Bense’s unit mentioned that they had 
just lost a Philadelphian, Jack Bense. Mr. Woods recalls them as saying “He was one of 
our good guys.”9 He did not fight the draft or do a lesser job because he had been 
drafted. He performed up to the standards Father Judge had set; he did not volunteer but 
he also did not falter when called. He performed the ultimate act o f sacrifice, o f  love; he 
died trying to protect another. Father Judge not only holds as its motto “non excident,” it 
also states as a goal o f its students “to be the best possible person [they] can be.” 10 Jack 
Bense exhibited these virtues o f Father Judge the day he died; one could not ask him to 
be a better person than one willing to give his life for another. Jack Bense in his selfless 
actions displayed the many qualities Father Judge strives to instill in all its students.
John M. O ’Farrell, a Judge graduate and a class behind Jack Bense, was a 
celebrated science student, having won many awards for physics in high school. He 
graduated in 1964 and went on to continue his education in Physics at La Salle College. 
However in 1966 after his sophomore year he left La Salle because he wanted to enlist in 
the Army and serve his country. He had intended to continue his education after he 
returned from his tour o f duty. He was sent through officer candidate school and made a 
Second Lieutenant because o f his advanced education. In May o f 1968 he was assigned 
to the 82nd Airborne and sent to Vietnam. When Lieutenant O’Farrell arrived in Vietnam 
there was a shortage o f officers to fill positions in the regular infantry units. Upon hearing 
about this dilemma, he volunteered to serve with the regular infantry. He was assigned to 
the 2nd battalion, 25th Infantry Division. In his many letters home Lieutenant O’Farrell 
assessed the war, stating that the Vietnamese rangers were “crack troops” and expressing 
his belief that “If we don’t stop them over here, we’ll have to stop them on our own 
coasts.” 11 However, he gave greatest praise and confidence to his own unit. In a letter 
home he describe them as “ ...the greatest. They had proved themselves repeatedly in
9 W aring, Tom. “G reat W all Visits Father Judge High School” Philadelphia: Northeast Times, 2001.
10 Father Judge High School http://www .fatheriud°e.com /fatheriudge.aspx?pglD=883
11 “Phila. O fficer Killed In V ietnam  Fire Fight.” The Philadelphia Inquire, January 18,1969. (reproduced 
under 17 USC107). http://www.virtiialwall.org/do/QfaiTellJM 01a.htm
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numerous fire fights.”12 This sentiment was not one-sided, for the men o f his unit shared 
a mutual respect and admiration for him, which was exhibited by the actions o f the 
platoon-sized patrol led by Lieutenant O ’Farrell on January 14, 1969. While on patrol the 
platoon came under sniper fire. In order to protect his men Lieutenant O’Farrell and two 
others went ahead to scout out and eliminate the sniper, only to be shot dead in their 
attempt. Having witnessed the shooting o f Lieutenant O’Farrell and the other two men, 
“several soldiers advanced to protect and recover them, as the sniper was still firing 
which resulted in the fatal wounds o f at least one PFC.”13
The actions taken by all the men o f the patrol led by Lieutenant O’Farrell makes 
each a hero in his own right. Yet, what distinguishes Second Lieutenant O’Farrell is the 
fact that he did volunteer to be placed with the regular infantry. He did so at a time when 
statistically the most dangerous rank was that o f second lieutenant— they were a target 
not only for the enemy but often for their own troops who did not want to be there. 
Therefore, not only did he voluntarily put himself at risk by simply enlisting in the army, 
he extended his sense o f duty even further by taking a more dangerous and hostile 
a s s i g n ment. He was willing to sacrifice himself in order to protect his men. He 
understood his mission and he did it, by his own free will. This sense o f loyalty, respect 
and admiration transcended even his death, as seen when one of his wounded men, Frank 
Kearny, wrote to his father asking him to attend Lieutenant O’Farrell’s funeral in 
Philadelphia and to tell the lieutenant’s parents “that it was a pleasure to have served 
under their son.” This view was expressed by most o f the men who later sent letters to 
Lieutenant O’Farrell’s parents.14 Lieutenant John O’Farrell was a student who believed in 
duty to his country. He infused all he had been taught at Father Judge about physical and 
social values, and what it would be mean to be his best. He took this knowledge and 
voluntarily commanded a group o f men in war. He was twenty-two years old when he 
died. After his death he was awarded two Silver Stars for his brave actions during his 
time in Vietnam.
Not all those who served in Vietnam died heroic deaths. Not all were infantry; 
some were drafted, yet they were men willing and able to do their duty. They performed 
necessary (though sometimes forgotten) roles such as chefs, mechanic's, and drivers 
during the war. Although they were not always infantry, these men were also casualties 
o f the war. Ronald M. Iller was among these “non-hostile ground casualties.” He 
graduated from Father Judge High School in 1964, and for two years he worked 
peacefully as a florist in Northeast Philadelphia. In June of 1966 he was drafted into the 
Army. He began his tour o f duty on April 12,1967, where he was assigned to the 525th 
Quartermaster Company as a Specialist Four.15 He was a light vehicle driver. As he saw 
more o f the war he wrote several letters expressing his desire to return home to the family 
and job he had left behind. He also discouraged his younger brother from enlisting in the 
Army in an attempt to protect him from the war. On September 22,1967, at the age of 
twenty-one the fuel truck he was driving collided with another vehicle causing fatal
12 “Phila. O fficer Killed In Vietnam Fire Fight.” The Philadelphia Inquirer, January 18,1969. (reproduced 
under 17 USC107). http://w ww .virtualw all.org/do/OfarrellJM Qla.htm
13 “N otes from The Virtual W all” http://www .virtualw all.org/do/QfarrellJM 01a.htm
14 Kearny, Tom. “The Virtual W all.” http://www.virtualwall.org/do/QfaiTeilJM 01a.htm
13 E ditor’s Note: A Specialist Four is a rank above Private First Class and below Corporal but is not 
considered a non-com m issioned officer.
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injuries to Ronald Iller.16 His death was not glamorous. It was an accident. Yet, he also 
demonstrated the qualities that Father Judge instills in those it educates— he did his best 
while in Vietnam, and he kept to his word o f disagreement with the war by discouraging 
his younger brother from enlisting. He was a draftee who went to war, but he did his best 
with what he had, and did not fail.
The same sentiment holds true in the accidental death o f Bernard Francis Kissell. 
Bernard Kissell graduated from Father Judge High School in 1964. He is remembered as 
being aggressive and hard working. After high school he attended Temple University 
where he was enrolled in the ROTC program. In 1967 Bernard decided to enter the Air 
Force. He was sent to Vietnam on November 19, 1967; he worked as an aircraft 
mechanic and was assigned to Tan Son Nhut Air Base near Saigon. Staff sergeant Kissell 
died on Oct. 21, 1968, at the age o f twenty-two, when his plane crashed nineteen miles 
southwest o f Ban Me Thout, Darlac Province.17 The plane crashed due to a mechanical 
problem with a wing. It was simply an accident. Both Staff Sergeant Kissell and 
Specialist [Her leave no legacy o f heroics. They are not largely remembered for 
individual actions except by their families. They are, however, eternally linked in a 
legacy along with the other twenty-five Father Judge since in performing their duty to 
their country they were killed in Vietnam.
Yet another draftee was Raymond Ahern; he graduated in 1965. He lived and 
worked in Philadelphia, and was engaged to be married when he was drafted into the 
Army two weeks before Christmas in 1967. His tour o f duty as a Specialist Four in 
Vietnam began on May 21,1968. He was assigned to the 2nd Battalion, 19th Artillery, 1st. 
Calvary. He was twenty years old when he was killed by mortar fire on November 26, 
1968. He was greatly loved and missed by the men he served with; for fifteen years 
after his death his commanding officer sent flowers to his parents to be placed on his 
grave.19 This outpouring o f emotion for Specialist Four Ahem further confirms that the 
Father Judge 27 were an ordinary group o f men who performed above and beyond what 
was necessarily expected o f  them. Perhaps this overwhelming desire to perform their 
duty was instilled by some of the other Judge values taught to them including, “do 
whatever [they] do with vigorous enthusiasm and be the best person they, can be.” 
Whatever the cause o f  their actions, they were loved and admired by those who knew and 
served with them.
Beyond the tragic fact that all o f the 27 died is the fact that many soldiers in 
Vietnam did not survive the first two weeks once they arrived in that country. Such was 
the case with William Carpenter. He was a graduate of the Father Judge Class o f 1966 
and good friends with two other men o f  the 27, Donald Hertrich and Edward F. 
Zackowski. William Carpenter joined the Marine Corps straight out o f high school, in the 
summer o f 1966. His tour o f duty began on December 19,1967. He was a radio­
telephone operator for the Headquarters and Service Company, 3rd Battalion, 1st Marines,
16 “Six Hundred and Thirty.” The Philadelphia Daily News, O ctober 2 6 ,1987 . http://thewall-usa.com/cgi- 
bin/searchi.cei
17 “Six Hundred and T hirty.” The Philadelphia Daily News, October 26 ,1987 . http://thewall-usa.com/cgi- 
bin/search4,cgi
18 “3 Area Men Die in Vietnam ” The Philadelphia Inquirer, Novem ber 30, 1968. http://thewall- 
usa.com /cgi-bin/search5.cgi
19 “Six Hundred and Thirty." The Philadelphia Daily News, October 26, 1987. http://thewall-usa.com/cgi- 
bin/search5.cgj
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1st Marine Division. He died nine days later on December 27, 1967. He was 19 years 
old.20
The majority o f the Father Judge 27 were enlisted men; primarily they were 
enlisted in the Marine Corps. This in and o f itself is an act o f pure nerve— the Marines 
were the first to troops to land in Vietnam and the last to leave. The men who joined the 
Marine Corps knew one very simple fact: they would be sent to Vietnam. The desire to 
be part o f the best and most elite in training, and the unexplainable loyalty that is bred 
within the Marine Corps often appealed to many o f the Father Judge 27.
They were compelled to hold themselves to these rigorous standards, as they had 
in high school been infused with the creed to “not falter or fail.” The Marine Corps had 
attracted Michael Vitale from any early age; “he admired the uniform, but more than that 
he admired what it stood for.” He graduated Father Judge in 1966, and then worked for a 
few years, following his ambition and joining the Marine Corps in August o f 1968. He 
was assigned to Company F of the 2nd Battalion, 7th Marines, l st Division. His tour of 
duty began on January 22,1969; he was killed on April 14, 1969 at twenty years old.21 
The desire to be a Marine also drove William Joseph Brown who not only enlisted in the 
Marines once, but twice. He re-enlisted because he strongly believed that the U.S. should 
be in Vietnam and that the Marines had a duty to be there.22 He served from 1962, shortly 
after his graduation from Father Judge, until his death on May 20th 1967. He was the 
chief clerk o f Company K, 3rd Battalion. He was twenty-two years old.23
Francis Kane and William Schussler had been friends in high school, and 
although they did not enlist in the same year or serve in the same units, both had great 
love o f the Marine Corps. Francis X. Kane’s single goal was to become a Marine; he 
graduated from Father Judge in 1967 and then enlisted in the Marine Corps. He was an 
active youth who spent most o f his energies working and swimming at the local swim 
club.24 He was assigned to Vietnam on November 7,1968 and served in Company M of 
Battalion Landing Team 3, Ist Marines, 9th Marine Amphibious Brigade. He was killed 
on April 21, 1968 during a search and destroy mission at the age o f eighteen.23 Kane’s 
friend Schussler later followed in his footsteps, enlisting in the Marine Corps in January 
1969. One o f Schussler’s relatives said “He would have followed the Marines into hell.” 
Schussler did follow the Marines into Vietnam on July 19,1969, where he was assigned 
as private first class to Headquarters and Service Company o f the 3rd Marine Amphibious 
Force. He was killed at the age o f nineteen during a patrol around the jungle near the air 
base at Da Nang, on October 24, 1969. He was remembered as a great friend.26
Unfortunately William Schussler was not the only member o f the Class o f 1967 to 
be killed in action. Thomas Killion, Jr. was killed in action on November 17,1968. He
20 “Six Hundred and Thirty.” The Philadelphia Daily News, October 26, 1987. http://thewall-usa.com /cei- 
b in/search5 .cgi, http://thewall-usa.com/cgi-bin/search4.cgi
21 “Six Hundred and Thirty.” The Philadelphia Daily News, O ctober 26 ,1987 . http://thewall-usa.com /cgi- 
bin/search5.cgi, http://thewall-usa.coin/cgi-bin/search4.cgi
22 “Six Hundred and Thirty.” The Philadelphia Daily News, October 26, 1987.
23 “Six Hundred and Thirty.” The Philadelphia Daily News, O ctober 26, 1987.
24 “Six Hundred and Thirty” The Philadelphia Daily News, October 26, 1987.http://thewall-usa.com/cgi- 
bin/search5.cgi.
25 http://thewall-usa.coin/cgi-bin/search4.cgi
26 “Six hundred and Thirty” The Philadelphia Daily News, Oct. 26,b 1987. http://thewall-usa.com /cgi- 
bin/search5.cgi. http://thewall-usa.com/cgi-bin/search4.cgi
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had been president o f his class in his sophomore year and was the oldest o f nine children. 
He was engaged when he enlisted in the Marine Corps in February 1968 and was sent to 
Vietnam on August 2,1968. He was assigned to the 26th Marine Division. He was killed 
by gunfire while setting up an ambush. In his letters home he never complained about the 
conditions or the war because he did not want his mother to worry about him.27 He was 
nineteen years old and had intended to become a firefighter when he returned home.28
The rest o f the Father Judge 27 followed a similar pattern: wanting to be a 
Marine and joining directly after high school or waiting a year while they worked. One of 
the first Father Judge graduates to pass away was Stephen P. Miller. He graduated in 
1963 and a few days later followed his dream and enlisted in the Marines Corps. He is 
remembered as a “rambunctious blond” who was “an amateur boxer.” Corporal Miller 
was a machine gunner that belonged to Company D o f the Ist Battalion o f the 26th 
Marines. He died due to fatal small arms fire during Operation Deckhouse on September 
1 6 ,1966.29
In 1967 Corporal Joseph Gradel, Lieutenant Corporal James Snock and Private 
First Class George Townsend were all killed in action in Vietnam. Cpl. Joseph Gradel 
graduated from Father Judge in 1964; he was engaged when he entered the Marine Corps 
in January 1966. He was a squad leader and assigned to Company M of the 3rd Battalion, 
1st Marines, l st Marine Division in Vietnam. He was killed in action while on patrol at 
Trun Phan on April 29,1967. A teacher remembered him as “exuberant and 
effervescent,”30 attributes that may have served him well in Vietnam. Lieutenant James 
Snoek-finally knew some peace when he died on September 3, 1967, from wounds 
sustained in April. He and his twin brother graduated from Father Judge in 1965. He 
enlisted in the Marine Corps in September 1966. Those who remember James recall him 
as being active, fun-loving and containing a large amount o f school spirit.31 In similar 
form PFC George Townsend, a 1966 graduate, was wounded and evacuated to Japan, 
where he later died on October 17, 1967. He had begun his tour o f duty in August of 
1967. He was in Vietnam less than three months. He died at the age o f nineteen.32
In 1968 Father Judge lost three more alumni who were enlisted in the Marine 
Corps. They were Fergus Joseph Carroll, Clement J. Grassi, and Michael J. Kilderry. 
Fergus Carroll was remembered by his teachers as constantly seeing the humor in every 
situation and never being bothered by anything. He enlisted in the Marine Corps prior to 
graduating in 1966; he was killed on June 18,1968. He was nineteen years old.33 Three 
days prior to Carroll’s death a fellow member o f the 3rd Division, Clement J. Grassi, died. 
He enlisted in the Marines in 1966. Small arms wounds killed him on June 15, 1968. He
27 W aring, Tom. “Great Wall Visits Father Judge High School,” Philadelphia: Northeast Times, 2001.
28“Six hundred and Thirty” The Philadelphia Daily News, Oct. 26, 1987 http://thewall-usa.com /cgi- 
bin/search5.cgi
29 The Philadelphia Daily News, Oct. 26 ,1987  http://thewall-usa.com /cei-bin/search4.cgi
30“Six hundred and Thirty” The Philadelphia Daily News, Oct. 26, 1987, http.V/thewal l-usa.com /cei-
bin/search4.cgi
31 “Six hundred and Thirty” The Philadelphia Daily News, Oct. 26, 1987, Oct. 26, 1987 http://thewall- 
usa.com
32 “Six hundred and Thirty” The Philadelphia Daily News, Oct. 26 ,1 9 8 7  http://thewall-usa.com
33 “ Six hundred and Thirty” The Philadelphia Daily News, Oct. 2 6 ,1987 . htla://thewall-usa.com/cei- 
bin/searchS.cei
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was twenty-one years old.'14 Former classmates remember him as . .funny. He had a 
great sense o f humor. He was the kind o f guy who would give you the shirt off his 
back”3’ The last o f the Father Judge Marines to die in 1968 was Michael J. Kilderry. He 
enlisted in the Marine Corps in 1967 and was assigned to Company C o f the 3rd Marine 
Division in Vietnam. He was fatally wounded in late June 1968 during Operation 
Scotland II; he died on the hospital ship USS Sanctuary on July 6, 1968. He was one 
week away from his twenty-first birthday.36
It could be argued that there is no guarantee that Father Judge and the virtues it 
sought to instill had any actual lasting impact on these men— perhaps it was their own 
will and no outside influence that inspired them to demand excellence o f themselves. 
However the fact that fourteen out o f twenty-seven men decided to join the one of the 
most demanding branches in the military suggests that the one aspect that links them 
together— the high school they attended— influenced them to demand more o f themselves 
and give more o f themselves. In the case o f the fourteen Marines, they went on to learn 
intense loyalty and gave their lives having demanded all they had from themselves. It is 
impossible to state that Father Judge was the strongest component in their decision to 
enlist, yet it is not reasonable to rule out Father Judge’s influence on the men as an 
important aspect of their mentality and spirit, resonating with the thought o f “being the 
best person [they] can be.”
The Marine Corps demands excellence; it draws those who knowingly and 
willingly volunteer or are drafted to be put into combative, dangerous situations. The 
high number o f the 27 who were Marines is a testament to the character o f the men as 
well as the school they represented. However, it is not a Marine who possesses the most 
compelling story of the 27, it is instead an Army draftee, Edward Zackowski. Better 
known as “Ed” or “Zeek,” he graduated from Father Judge in 1965. In October 1966 he 
was drafted into the Army. He is remembered by many for his quiet manner, quick wit, 
and deep affection for family and friends which was most often seen in his conversations 
with the men in his unit and in his letters home to his family. He belonged to different 
Companies during his tour in Vietnam, beginning with A Company and then transferring 
to D Company where he saw extensive combat.34 567 He was wounded twice before he was 
killed during a search and destroy mission on November 28, 1967. He died trying to save 
other men, about whom he cared deeply.
Three months before his death he explained in a poem his reason for fighting. He 
wrote, “I came to this place because / because there was a job to be done/ It didn’t take 
long to find out it wouldn’t be fun/ I’m here for a year and a year I’ll stay/ I’ll fight like 
hell and pray each day/ That my being here will keep my/ brother away.”38 His reasoning 
is selfless. He fought because it was his duty, but on a deeper, more basic level of 
compassion and protection he fought to keep his brother from having to fight in the war.
34 “Six hundred and Thirty” The Philadelphia Daily News, Oct. 26, 1987. htwJ/theviall-usa.com/cii- 
bin/search5.cei
35 W aring, Tom. “Great Wall Visits Father Judge High School” Philadelphia: Northeast T im es, 2001.
36 “ S ix  hundred and Thirty” The Philadelphia Daily News, Oct. 26, 1987. http://thewall-usa.com/cEi- 
bin/search5.CEi
37 Cham berlain, Neil. “Com m ents on thew all-usa” M arch 20 ,2006 . http://thewall-usa.com/cgi- 
bin/search5.cgi
38 “Six Hundred and Thirty,” The Philadelphia Daily News, Oct. 26, 1987. 
http://www, virtualwall.org/dz/ZackowskiEF01 a.htin
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Sergeant Zackowski was a man who did not have to go out o f his way: he could simply 
have served his time and found no reason or belief for fighting. He did not have to give 
his life for the other men in his unit, but he did. He was known for making many friends 
and for his ability to make people smile. Sergeant Zackowski died at the age o f twenty; 
he never even met his youngest sister. He acted as a hero, and he was given the honor of 
that title. After his death “Zeek” was awarded the Silver Star, the Bronze Star for Valor, 
and three Purple Hearts. He embodied the essence of the heroic American solider.
Today Father Judge takes great pride in the legacy o f the twenty-seven men who 
died in Vietnam. They recognize the sacrifice o f their twenty-seven alumni in many 
ways. They have retired the number 27 from all sports teams as a sign o f respect. The 
alumni president in 2001 stated that that the Father Judge 27 “were the backbone o f the 
our alumni association.” Also, the school now brings in a guest speaker every spring to 
speak about Vietnam. The students are then informed o f the history o f  the 27 Father 
Judge alumni who died during the war.39 In May 2001, as a sign o f total recognition of 
the sacrifice and commitment o f  its alumni during Vietnam, the Father Judge Alumni 
Association lobbied and were successful in bringing the Moving Wall (the moving 
Vietnam Memorial) to Father Judge. A recent Father Judge graduate, Joseph Mullin, 
when asked about his feelings on the Father Judge 27 stated that, “their lives and their 
actions during the war are a matter o f great pride to Judge, so much so that no students 
are allowed even to smoke on the sidewalk next to the monument.”40 Father Judge High 
School alumni, faculty and current students regard the 27 men who died as “their boys” 
since they were a part o f something greater than themselves. They were in a sense 
members o f a brotherhood, a family encompassed by those who knew them and those 
who taught them. They were and forever will be part o f Father Judge High School, and 
Judge is proud to call them their own.
39Kilkenny, Ryan. Telephone Interview  April 14, 2006.
“ M ullin, Joseph, Personal Interview  April 11,2006.
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II
King H enry II and his Legal Reforms 
By Michael Nicholas ‘07
The legal reforms implemented under Henry II produced a body o f law and 
custom that formed the basis o f the English Common Law. Institutions seen as the 
foundation for legal administration and procedural due process owe their existence to 
these assizes and ordinances instituted during the twelfth century. Despite their 
significance, however, their origins were neither intended to revolutionize the 
administration o f royal justice throughout England nor were these reforms issued in 
deliberate or comprehensive fashion. Rather, they were instituted in different decrees, 
each one addressing a particular administrative need. Thus while Henry II’s greatest 
legacy is the establishment o f the English Common Law, his intent was simply that of 
every ruler, to consolidate seigniorial power and increase efficiency in royal 
administration. Henry’s choice of vehicle for this task was reformation o f  the legal 
process, and what emerged due to his efforts were significant changes in the body o f 
civil, criminal and ecclesiastical law.
With the Treaty o f Westminster Henry II ascended to the throne o f England in 
1154 following a tumultuous and contentious period following the death o f Stephen. 
Almost immediately, Henry began taking steps to consolidate royal authority and 
administrative control.1 The quick action in relation to his ascension can best be 
analyzed through a brief examination o f the period immediately preceding Henry’s reign.
The reign o f Stephen was a disaster, largely due to both his own incompetence as 
a ruler as well as baronial resentment from the policies o f Henry I, whom Henry II held 
as the archetype for seigniorial authority.2 Henry I had established almost absolute 
control over the legal administration o f England. His jurisdiction and authority overruled 
those o f  the barons and the local manorial administrators. The sheriffs o f each county 
were subject to the direct wishes o f the sovereign and had neither the inclination (in most 
cases) nor the authority to obey a local lord over that o f the King. Due to this, Henry II 
believed Henry I’s reign to be one o f  peace, justice, order, and general contentedness.
1 Joseph Biancala. “For W ant o f  Justice: Legal Reform s o f  Henry II”  Columbia Law Review (Apr. 1988): 
434
2 John Hudson. The Formation of the English Common Law (London: Longm an, 1996.):144
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Furthermore, Henry II associated such a condition with strength and robustness, 
particularly when examining the fitness of the ruler. Thus Henry II’s own professed 
desire was to return to the days o f the “Lion o f Justice,” Henry I.3
Evidence o f this intent is seen clearly in his coronation oath, where the usual 
recitations promising protection o f Church property and his subjects’, and a tireless effort 
against unlawfulness and disorder were complemented with Henry II 's own twist, a 
promise to protect the rights of the Crown and the jurisdiction implicit therein as 
sovereign and King.4 5This additional clause provided an early indication o f Henry’s 
intention to consolidate royal authority.
The need for such consolidation,.particularly in Henry’s mind, can be traced from 
the “ideal” days o f Henry I to the period immediately proceeding his reign. Baronial 
discontent from the iron grip o f Henry I led to Stephen’s prevention of achieving the 
same autocratic authority. While both King and baron were dependent upon each other 
for the legitimacy o f their own claims to power, neither recognized the state o f mutual 
dependency and each attempted to assert superiority through the subjugation o f the 
other.5 This constant struggle led to a spiraling state o f civil war and general unrest.
With this degradation o f order came a decentralization o f legal authority and the loss of 
royal prominence.
Local manorial courts now had primary jurisdiction over both civil and criminal 
claims made by those on their property. Tenurial rights were respected at the whim of 
the local baron, and the law governing property and succession was based more upon 
local custom than it was uniformity o f principle. Indeed the sheer number of jurisdictions 
illustrates the state of decentralization: courts o f the vill and the manor, hundred courts 
and shire courts, borough courts, honorial courts, etc. etc.6 7Church courts held near 
absolute authority in matters o f Church officials, both low (clerks) and high (bishops), 
and jurisdiction was removed almost entirely to their discretion when the local bishop so 
desired.7 Thus the cornerstone o f reestablishing Crown control over the administrative 
processes o f England in the manner o f Henry I was twofold: consolidate the 
accoutrements o f administration and do so by expansion o f the legal jurisdiction of the 
Crown.
While the second point appears predicated upon the first, it is in and of itself an 
independent action. The drive for consolidation was Henry’s motivating force, using 
legal jurisdiction was merely a vehicle to achieve that goal. Henry was not viewed as a 
legal genius per se, but rather as “one o f the greatest politicians o f his time...and by 
consent o f historians o f his time, first and foremost a legislator and administrator.”8 Thus 
while colloquially his constitutions and assizes are referred to collectively as his 
“reforms,” there was not, in Henry’s mind, a conscious “plan o f reform.”9 Henry’s 
decisions were based upon the need and the desire to consolidate royal authority and 
establish seigniorial power as preeminent through England, and to further subjugate the 
barons’ ability to challenge his reign by seizing control o f the legal apparatus. In
3 IBID
4 Hudson, 145
5 Biancala, 435
6 W.L. W arren. Henry II(London: Eyre Methuen, 1973). 317
7 Hudson, 145
8 Theodore Plucknett, A Concise History of the Common Law (London: Butterworth and Co. Ltd, 1956). 19
9 W arren, 317
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recognition o f the controversy surrounding his ascension and the condition under which 
he inherited the throne from Stephen, Henry did not simply “take” control away from the 
barons (such an action would have inevitably led to further war), rather he used a 
piecemeal system of give and take, sometimes bowing to baronial jurisdiction while at 
other times claiming his own, thus slowly building his influence instead o f attempting to 
seize it at once.10 *12
This motivation is important in terms o f placing the actual reforms o f Henry II in 
the proper context. The genius o f  Henry II was in his need for and natural acuity towards 
organization, not necessarily legal initiative.11 12 The institutions o f law that are credited to 
Henry II (jury system, land reforms, process o f writs) were in fact not his original 
conceptions. In fact under Henry’s reign no particular process was itself established. 
Rather, Henry fused together selected precedents and issued new rationalization for old 
customs to achieve his particular end. What resulted from this transmutation was the 
foundation for English Common Law, but no single development was itself an original 
idea, but rather the result of “the practical decisions o f busy men responding intelligently 
to practical problems that were nothing new in themselves, but which had never before 
encountered an authority that made a habit o f asking not simply what needed to be done, 
but how it could be done better.” 13
Thus while Henry’s motivation was bom out o f a need for royal administration, 
his vessel for such reform lay in the law. Specifically, Henry sought to consolidate royal 
jurisdiction as having primacy over local courts. In the area o f lord and tenant 
relationships, Henry specifically sought to give royal justices authority to hear cases 
where discretion was abused by a local baron and a decision skewed in his favor. Thus 
he issued the Writ o f Right, which according to Glanville (circa 1188-90) held that a lord 
was to “do full right” to a plaintiff who claimed (and proved) that he was being forced off 
o f his property.14 Viewed narrowly this measure was simply administrative, for it 
commanded the local lords to perform their function and execute their power 
appropriately. It neither diminished nor expanded the authority o f the presiding baron 
any more than he in theory already possessed. Rather, it compelled defendants to answer 
to royal authority and it charged lords .with dispensing appropriate justice, ideally the 
justice o f the King.
The imposition o f this writ (or royal order) brought with it several important 
administrative and legal consequences. Firstly, the number of writs issued increased 
dramatically as defendants now felt compelled to answer only in the presence o f a royal 
writ. Secondly, it saddled Henry with the problem of plaintiffs now seeking relief where 
none ought to be granted; thirdly it meant that with a large influx o f  writs issued, a 
procedure would have to be implemented for the adjudication o f such cases.15
It was in the establishment o f this procedure that Henry acted with almost 
absolute authority. Henry successfully coupled procedure for executing various writs 
(including the Writ of Right) with procedure for collecting taxes, record keeping, the
10 Hudson, 146
" L .F . S a lz m a n ,/fe r ry / /  (N ew  York: Russell & Russell, 1914). 175
12 W arren, 317
13 IBID
14 Biancala, 442
15 W arren, 334
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raising o f military forces and the training of royal administrators and justices. In terms of 
technical legal jurisdiction, Henry parlayed with baronial influence to achieve his desired 
ends, but once those measures were enacted, he was able to institute procedures for their 
enforcement nearly at whim.16
With the Writ o f Right, Henry instituted the following procedure: where a 
plaintiff felt that he had been wrongfully deforced o f property he obtained a royal writ 
commanding that the local lord “do full right” in adjudication o f the case and 
implementation o f the appropriate remedy. In this respect the writ was an upward claim 
from tenant to his lord’s court. Contained in the Writ o f Right was a nisi feceris clause, a 
threat that in the event of disobedience, the sheriff would execute the “right” as opposed 
to the lord. If the plaintiff felt that the lord failed to “do lull right,” he would by the 
process known as tolt present the original writ to the sheriff, who would dispatch a 
sergeant and four knights to bear witness to the case being removed to county court. The 
plaintiffs final remedy was by the process of pone, whereby adjudication would be 
brought before the royal justices for a final decision.17
The Writ o f Right was significant in several respects. First, it held that the lord’s 
decision could be overridden by the county court or the royal court if  in fact the decision 
was against local principle or custom. Furthermore, it sought, at least on its face, to 
remove local abuses o f authority by compelling lord’s to act in the manner o f  the King.
In this respect the deeper legal significance o f the Writ o f Right lie not in the procedure, 
but in the fact that seigniorial courts now had jurisdiction over land claims (and the fees 
associated therein). Local authority was maintained as matter o f procedure, but not as a 
matter o f legal interpretation without subjective review by a higher (royal) court. Finally, 
Henry did not restrict the Writ o f Right to upward claims. Downward claims from lord to 
tenant could also be made, and the nisi feceris clause o f each writ could be altered to 
threaten the imposition of appropriate action by the sheriff against the tenant should the 
tenant be at fault.18 
Thus the Writ o f Right served as a compromise with local authority, for while it 
gave the King ultimate control over the legal precedent involved, it gave primary 
procedural command, that is the right of first action and o f first resort, to the local barons 
and their courts, thus allowing for local control at the first stage o f the process. This 
compromise and reform were further promulgated with the assisa novae disseisinae 
(Assize o f Novel Disseisin) in 1166. The assize itself was both an ordinance and a 
procedure, and analyses of both reveal the desire for administrative reform as well as the 
transmutation o f legal precedents acting congruently. By the ordinance, no person could 
be disseised (dispossessed) o f his land (assuming such land was a free tenement) unjustly 
or without a judgment in court. The procedure was the impaneling o f a jury to hear the 
case and decide on the merits thereof.20
In terms o f the actual ordinance no further detail is required; the principle 
elucidated was simple and uncontroversial, and was not an original conception at the
16 Arthur R. Hogue, Origins of the Common Law (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1966) 31
17 Biancala, 443
18 Biancala, 447
19 Frederick Pollock and F.W. Maitland The History of English Law (Cam bridge: Cam bridge University 
Press, 1895). 124
20 Biancala, 467
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time. What was controversial and in that respect significant was the procedure for 
remedy, specifically the granting o f  royal jurisdiction as the appropriate dispenser of 
remedy and by extension, o f justice and the legal apparatus there attached. Upon 
application by a plaintiff and execution o f a writ, the sheriff would impanel a jury of 
twelve recognitors, all o f whom were required to be free men, to sit in the presence o f the 
royal justices and answer a simple question: was the seisin o f land by the defendant just 
given the facts o f  the case in accordance with local custom and applicable royal decrees? 
The legal questions were addressed by the sitting justices, and the facts were determined 
by the jury o f recognitors. An answer in the affirmative would grant a dismissal of the 
case and the upholding o f the seisin. An answer in the negative would immediately 
restore the right o f the disseisined tenant to his land.21
The impact of the establishment o f such procedure was distinct in two ways.
First, it established a distinction between possession o f land (seisin) and ownership of 
land. One could possess land in the form of a tenancy while ownership was retained with 
a higher authority (such as the king). This procedure governed seisin specifically and 
granted a quick and uniform remedy to questions pertaining to that seisin. Secondly and 
more far reaching, free tenements and the seisin thereof are thus by the Writ o f Novel 
Disseisin protected by and beholden to the King, irrespective of the locality or 
jurisdiction of the regional lord.22 This established the King as the protector of tenements 
and by extension gave the King a hand in the administration o f  said lands. Thus Henry 
was able to both respect the ownership of the manorial lords while at the same time 
ensuring that such actions in terms of transfer o f property were done under the auspices 
o f his royal justices, and thus by and under his design. 
The genius o f the Assize o f Novel Disseisin was in the compromise that it struck. 
Seigniorial authority was codified and took precedence, but the actual adjudicating body 
remained the lord’s court. Thus both King and baron had influence, and while the King’s 
authority may be supreme in terms o f legality, the deftness o f Henry’s administration led 
to the belief and acceptance that it was the decision of the baron acting under the 
guidance o f the King, and not under his direction, that governed such land disputes. Thus 
Henry avoided baronial revolt while at the same time solidifying uniform control over 
legal procedure.23
In the furtherance o f consolidation o f  royal authority, specifically as to the 
governance o f land and possession, Henry II promulgated assisa de morte antecessoris 
(the Assize o f Mort d’Ancestor) at the council o f Northampton in 1176. In sum, the 
Assize held that whenever a man died in seisin, or in possession o f a tenement, the first 
claim to inheritance was with the next of kin. The next o f kin could not have the land 
diseisined from him by action o f another holding a valid (but lesser claim), presumably 
the lord under which the tenement was held.24 Where Novel Disseisin prevented an 
individual from usurping the land o f another without just cause, Mort d ’Ancestor 
prevented the same from occurring following the death o f  the person who legally could 
claim seisin to the land. The procedure for proving such a claim was similar to that of
21 Pollock, 125
22 IBID
23 Biancala, 467
24 Pollock, 127
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Novel Disseisin, a jury o f  twelve recognitors was to be convened and would decide the 
case, albeit with different questions presented.25
The jury in this case was asked to decide three pertinent questions. First, did the 
decedent die seised in demesne and fee, that is was the decedent in possession of the 
tenement in question with all o f the incumbent obligations thereof? Second, did the 
decedent die within the appropriate limitations on time and other factors (which varied 
from locality)? Third, was the plaintiff in the case the closest heir, and thus entitled to 
the seised land? In principle, if  the plaintiff could establish an affirmative answer to all 
three of the questions, then he was entitled to a presumption of inheritance of the land, as 
well as the obligations o f such tenancy. Concomitantly established with the Writ o f Mort 
d’Ancestor was the Writ o f Homage governing the tenurial relationship between lord and 
tenant. Previous to Northampton a lord might have refused to recognize the inheritance 
o f  a decedent’s next of kin. Now the legitimate heir possessed a royal writ compelling 
the lord to enter into a tenurial relationship, and vis-a-vis that relationship, compelled the 
heir to pay relief and do “the other things they ought to do” with respect to their lord.26
Therefore Henry, through the writ o f Mort d ’Ancestor, transmuted customs of 
inheritance with homage and formulated a procedure by which land could be inherited 
through the generations. The impact of this effort was twofold. First, Henry unified 
differing conceptions o f  inheritance (and with that differing codes and ordinances) into 
the succinct (sometimes deceptively so) principle that a man who died in seisin could 
pass his land to his family, thus strengthening familial bonds and providing a semblance 
o f order in the social structure. Second, this was done so through royal intervention, 
which served to be another blow to the previous feudal system whereby the manorial lord 
had almost complete control. Thus Henry, through a process o f legal administration, 
allowed for royal intervention in land disputes between lord and tenant. As in the Assizes 
before it, royal authority and precedent reigned, but actual administration was conducted 
in the jurisdiction o f the lord’s manor, albeit before royal justices.27
The Writs o f Right, Novel Disseisin and Mort d’Ancestor slowly consolidated 
royal authority through legal jurisdiction and culminated with the promulgation of the 
Grand Assize o f 1179, whereby any case commenced before a manorial court could, but 
appropriate writ, be removed to a royal court for final adjudication. Thus Henry 
successfully extended royal jurisdiction to nearly all facets o f legal procedure and 
administration with respect to adversarial processes deciding questions o f ownership and 
seisin o f land.28 Prior to this Assize, a dispute o f land ownership was to be decided under 
the custom of trial by combat, whereby the plaintiff would challenge the defendant to 
combat before the local court, with the winner obviously having the case decided in his 
favor.29
Following the issue o f the Grand Assize, a tenant could resolve the land dispute 
by “putting himself upon the Assize” and refuse to consent to his land being disseisined 
from him. The plaintiff could then sue for a writ in royal court commanding that four 
knights be selected by royal justices to appoint a jury o f twelve county gentleman located
25 IBID
26 Biancala, 485
2?B iancala,487
28 Salzman, 180
29 Pollock, 126
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within the district to be empanelled to decide the case. The jury would rely on their own 
knowledge and information to decide who had the more legitimate claim to the land. If 
all twelve could not agree, the four knights would continually reconstitute the jury until a 
unanimous verdict could be reached. All of this was done under the direction and 
authority o f the King.30
The significance o f the Grand Assize took two distinct forms. First, an 
appearance o f order and precedence was established based upon accepted custom and 
law, as opposed to the sloppy and Darwinian ordeal of battle. The winner in these 
disputes now (theoretically) was legally entitled to the land in question instead of simply 
being the superior fighter. Second, royal jurisdiction was now extended to the most basic 
o f  legal disputes: who owns or is in seisin o f a particular piece of land. The influence o f 
the King’s court was now extended into the very heart o f  the feudal lord’s realm, and 
when taken together with the writs o f Right, Novel Disseisin and Mort d ’Ancestor, Henry 
II through the Grand Assize successfully established seigniorial rule over the civil 
administration o f  his kingdom.31
The analyses thus far have been restricted to civil (that is, secular) affairs. Henry 
did not limit his efforts (particularly in land disputes) to civil affairs alone. The Assize of 
Darrein Presentment established a procedure by which Church lands would be 
adjudicated in temporal or royal court. Where Church lands stood vacant a plaintiff 
could apply for a Writ o f Right o f Advowson and a temporal court would decide 
ownership on the principle that “he who presented last time, let him present this time 
also; but this without prejudice to any question of right.”32 In colloquial terms, if two 
persons quarrel over ownership o f Church property, each with equal claim, then a jury 
would be impaneled (called in inquest by neighbors) to decide who presented first, and 
thus who was entitled. Henry sought for this assize to take precedence after the Lateran 
Council of 1179 decreed that the local bishop would assume control of the land if  it 
should be vacant for a period o f three months. Henry’s assize asserted royal, as opposed 
to ecclesiastical jurisdiction to decide the question.33
Finally, in 1164 Henry, through the assisa ulrum (the Assize Utrum) sought to 
extend royal jurisdiction over lands owned by the Church in relation to peasants’ 
obligations therein. Specifically, the question permeating the countryside was whether it 
was the obligation o f citizens to “lay fee or alms,” that is to whether the land was owed a 
fee to the King and his designee, or whether alms should be paid to the Church. The 
Assize Utrum decreed that a jury o f twelve recognitors would decide the question.34 This 
development was significant not in the question presented, but in the jurisdiction where 
the question was answered. Prior to the Assize Utrum, the local bishop, presiding in 
ecclesiastical court, could (and would) decide the issue (most often in favor of the 
Church), and any appeal from this decision would end up in Rome, completely outside 
the realm o f seigniorial justice. Henry sought through this Assize to extend secular 
jurisdiction to disputes between the temporal and spiritual authority within his realm. 
Taken together, the Assize Utrum, Novel Disseisin, Mort d ’ Ancestor and Darrein
30 Salzman, 181
31 Salzm an, 180-182
32 Pollock, 128
33 IBID
34 Pollock, 124
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Presentment became known as the “four petty assizes” and constitute the bulwark o f civil 
reform under Henry II.J3
Henry’s reforms and institutions o f uniform procedural codes did not end with 
civil affairs. Prior to Henry, most criminal cases were decided by ordeal, that is the 
accused would be put through one or more series o f tortures, be it burned alive, drowned, 
combat, etc. to determine if “by God” he was guilty. Such a procedure greatly varied 
depending upon the jurisdiction and had the adverse effect o f not being uniform. 
Therefore degrees in standards for proof permeated throughout the realm depending on 
which ordeal was used for which crime. The punishment was either death upon 
conviction or banishment upon acquittal, and accusations could be made by any local 
official against any peasant.* 36 Furthermore, individual accusations o f a crime could be 
made by an individual (through the Appeal o f Felony), provided however that the accuser 
offers battle to the accused. Such a process sought to protect against frivolous 
prosecution, but also favored those who could do battle over those who could not. 
Depending upon the individual accuser and accused, this almost certainly produced an 
unequal adversaria] process. Thus accusations could be made by official or individual, 
and determination o f guilt was made by ordeal, or the resolution o f dispute made by 
battle. While fines and other forms o f punishments were technically employed and used, 
prior to the Constitution o f Clarendon the most serious crimes were resolved by one of 
the aforementioned methods.37
With the promulgation o f the Constitution o f Clarendon in 1166, Henry sought to 
streamline the process-by which accusations could be made against persons. The Assize 
specifically held that
inquiry shall be made in every county and ever}' hundred through 12 of the more lawful abiding men 
of each hundred and through four of the more law-abiding men of each vill, put on oath to tell the 
truth, whether there is in their hundred or vill any man accused or publicly suspected as robber or 
murderer or thief or anyone who has harboured them since the lord king became king.”38
Thus an accusation could now only be made against a person by the testimony 
under oath o f  a jury o f twelve o f his neighbors. Henry further held that “no one shall 
have jurisdiction or judgment or forfeiture except the lord king in the royal court.”39 
Thus two important reforms were instituted under Henry. First, accusations must be 
made by a presentment jury, that is the jury would declare only if  a crime had been 
committed, and whom they thought responsible for that crime (the modem day 
conception is the grand jury). Once accused, the sheriff would be authorized to hold the 
person in custody until trial. A presentment was not a finding o f guilt but rather a formal 
accusation. This took away the ability and the need for individuals to accuse each other; 
it gave communal voice to accusation.40
33 IBID
36 F.W . M aitland and Francis C. M ontague A Sketch of English Legal History (N ew  York: G.P. Putnam ’s 
Sons, 1915). 66
37 Mike M acnair “Law, Politics and the Jury” Law and History Review Vol. 17 No. 3 (Autum n 1999): 605
38 W.L. W arren The Governance of Norman and Angevin England (Stanford: Standford University Press, 
1987). 108
39 W.L. W arren, 109
40 W .L. W arren, 110
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In regards to serious criminal offenses, under the second reform of Henry, royal 
authority (as constituted in the Assize) overrode any competing local customs, and thus 
upon presentment the case could be remanded to royal court for adjudication. While in 
practice the jury system allowed for communities to be self governing, at least in terms of 
the beginning point o f criminal prosecutions, the Constitution o f Clarendon was not as 
generous as it would be perceived. A presentment jury could be constituted only o f free 
men, and the vast majority o f the population was not free or was in some way indentured. 
Peasants were often accused but could not sit on the accusing body.41 Still, Henry had 
now extended royal jurisdiction to criminal matters beyond the control o f local lords, and 
had further taken accusatory powers away from individual authorities, although in 
practice they still retained significant (if not total) influence.
The actual operation o f the presentment jury was that of a fact-finding body. For 
purposes o f reference, if  a crime had been committed within a district, a presentment jury 
would be convened to ascertain the details o f said crime, the victim, methodology, 
motivation, impact, etc. would all be ascertained by the presentment jury. Finally, any 
individuals suspected of that crime would be considered by the jury and a formal 
accusation could be forthcoming if a trial was warranted as determined by the 
recognitors.42 While Henry removed the trial by ordeal at the accusation stage, it was 
still very much prevalent in the actual trial following presentment. The Constitution of 
Clarendon and its relevant supplement in the Constitution o f Northampton (1176) held 
that upon presentation o f a formal accusation, the accused could (depending on the crime) 
still enter the ordeal and either be killed or exiled, depending upon the result.43
While the actual procedure of the presentment jury seemed to shift accusatory 
authority, the significance o f the Constitutions of Clarendon and Northampton rested with 
the expansion o f royal jurisdiction. Prior to the aforementioned promulgations, the 
King’s court had jurisdiction only in a limited number o f cases and in specific instances. 
All other cases that did not fall under these specified rules were reserved strictly for the 
manorial or county courts. However, Henry expanded the interpretation o f the two chief 
pleas to the Crown: breach o f the peace and felony. Henry went as far as to posit that any 
breach o f the peace now constituted a breach “o f the peace o f our lord King” and that any 
felonious act was a felony against the king, thus granting royal courts primary and final 
jurisdiction.44
Taken together, the use o f the presentment jury and the imposition o f royal 
jurisdiction allowed Henry to dispatch justices and sheriffs loyal to him to administrate 
justice in any area of his realm regardless o f baronial control. It is important to note the 
link between the two. Communal accusation given in the form of a presentment jury 
eliminated (for the most part) reprisals associated with individual accusation. A 
unanimous declaration by twelve recognitors was much less likely to face retaliation than 
was an agent from the king acting alone. Further, should a presentment jury find a breach 
o f the peace, or robbery, murder, or thievery (felonies), then the accusation would be
41 M aitland and M ontague, 167
12 Richard Hudson “The Judicial Reforms o f  the Reign o f  Henry II” Michigan Law Review Vol. 9 No. 5 
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heard in royal court, thus giving Henry tacit control over the accusation process and 
explicit control over criminal adjudication and sanctioning.43
The underlying reform associated with the Constitutions o f Clarendon and 
Northampton is a reform to the Appeal o f Felony, that is the accusation o f a crime.
Henry went further than to simply place authority in the hands of a presentment jury. To 
any individual who would raise a question o f a crime or wrong, or who would present his 
case before a presentment jury, or make an accusation in the hopes that it would take 
formal structure later, Henry required that he either post a bond of surety or swear an oath 
before royal justices to prosecute the claim should it be given a formal, communal voice. 
This served to correct previous problems o f abandonment and lack o f prosecution under 
Henry I and Stephen.45 6 The issue was deeper than simply guarding against frivolous 
prosecutions or ensuring that accusations were heard in the appropriate venue. If appeals 
o f felony never reached a court for trial, then seigniorial influence would be minimal at 
best. Indeed if  most disputes were commenced only to be abandoned due to exterior 
pressures, then the King’s justice would never actually be implemented.
Consequently, Henry liberally allowed his courts to impose fines for 
abandonment o f cases, to seize the collateral or surety held by plaintiffs who failed to 
prosecute their claims, thus ensuring that criminal prosecutions were actually prosecuted 
in royal courts as opposed to languishment or abandonment as in the previous reigns. 
Fines were not restricted simply to cases of abandonment. Certain crimes warranted the 
payment o f large fines, as did presenting or bearing false witness, or making a false 
accusation-. This therefore had the dual effect o f reforming the appeal o f felony and 
adding to Henry’s already growing tax authority.47
While this consolidation o f jurisdiction over criminal matters extended almost 
comprehensively throughout the secular aspects of Henry’s realm, he further sought to 
extend royal jurisdiction to crimes committed against the clergy, and to crimes that 
previously were tried exclusively in ecclesiastical courts. Chapter 13 o f the Assize of 
Clarendon specifically provided for royal jurisdiction in all cases where a bishop suffered 
wrong. Beforehand, such cases had been heard in the bishop’s own court. It is important 
to note that Henry did not seek to alter the basic premise that committing a wrong against 
a bishop or member o f the clergy was itself a felonious act; rather he sought to have the 
cases heard before royal justices and members o f his judiciary as opposed to Church 
authorities.48
Furthermore, Chapter 3 o f the Assize o f Clarendon detailed the specific procedure 
whereby a case would be handed in the event o f a wrong committed against a member of 
the lower clergy. Henry promulgated that an accusation could be made only in a royal 
court, thus reserving secular authority o f the accusing process. Henry did allow for the 
case itself to be tried before an ecclesiastical body, thus guaranteeing that the Church 
would have the ability to determine guilt or innocence o f a particular case. However,
45 Naomi D. Hurnard “The Jury o f  Presentm ent and the A ssize o f  Clarendon” The English Historical 
Review Vol. 56 No. 223 (July 1941): 387
46 Margaret H. Kerr “Angevin Reform  o f  the Appeal o f  Felony” Law and History Review Vol. 13 No. 2 
(Autumn, 1999): 359
47 Kerr, 360-61
48 Plucknett, 110
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punishment was the jurisdiction o f the royal court, thus checking any abuse o f authority 
that may occur on the part o f the bishop.49
This was a significant shift from the previous nearly sovereign jurisdiction held 
by Rome and local bishops over appeals of felony. A local bishop would have the 
authority to accuse, try and punish any person suspected o f committing a wrong against 
the clergy. Appeal from a local bishop took the form of a petition to Rome, ultimately 
ending with the Pope. Regardless o f the outcome, prior to the Assize o f Clarendon, no 
secular court had the jurisdiction or the authority to intervene in such cases. Henry now 
divided the jurisdiction and reserved to himself the ability to accuse and punish those 
found guilty. Final appeal rested with the royal, not papal courts.50
This naturally led to disquiet between Henry, his bishops, and Rome. While 
Henry I and Stephen had always held that final appeal rested with the sovereign, Rome 
had never given its assent to this scheme.51 Nor did Rome give its assent in Henry IPs 
case either; rather Henry was able to institute the effects o f  the Assize o f Clarendon by 
summoning the members o f the clergy and bishops and persuading them to agree to the 
Assize as promulgated. This was further evidence o f Henry’s skill as a politician and 
deftness in pushing through his reforms without the discontent as under Henry I nor open 
rebellion as under Stephen. He was in fact able to persuade all bishops to give their 
assent except one: Thomas Beckett.52
The refusal o f Beckett to recognize Henry’s authority and to assent to royal 
jurisdiction would become the principal thorn in Henry’s side throughout his reign. The 
Beckett controversy itself is well documented and noted as a critical event in English 
history, ultimately ending with Henry paying public homage to the tomb o f Beckett 
following his slaughter. It is important to note that the tension between cross and crown 
did not end with Henry or the Beckett controversy. Rather, Henry’s reforms laid the 
groundwork for what would ultimately result in a pitched battle between the King and the 
Pope for supremacy in regards to the legal apparatus (and thus the primacy in the realm) 
throughout the following centuries. (Henry’s distant successor, Henry VIII, would 
ultimately break away from Rome and establish the Church o f England).
The legal reforms o f  Henry II touched all aspects o f the legal field at the time.
The four petty assizes consolidated royal authority and jurisdiction over land disputes, 
both secular and temporal. They further served as the coup de grace for feudal structures 
which gave manorial lords and barons greater authority than the king. While the 
relationship between king and baron remained mutually dependent, primacy was shifted 
from the barons (during the reign o f Stephen) to the king (under Henry II). The Writ of 
Novel Disseisin is regarded as the immediate predecessor o f the modem day notion o f a 
trial by jury, while the Writ o f Mort d ’Ancestor solidified the notion o f familial 
inheritance.53 The assizes o f  Utrum and Darrein presentment gave the king a claim to 
near unbridled jurisdiction when it came to land disputes over Church property. In sum,
49 Plucknett, 111
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the consolidation o f civil reform under Henry II centralized legal authority to the 
seigniorial courts.
In matters o f criminal prosecution, the use o f the presentment jury and the 
Constitution o f Clarendon remains the model for the grand jury system today. While trial 
by petit jury would come after the reign o f Henry II, it was Henry’s reforms that set in 
motion the precedents that would form the body today known as English Common Law. 
The use o f communal accusation and public prosecution was codified under the reign of 
Henry, and the process for personal prosecution was given a set o f  procedures by which 
royal influence would hold the most sway.54
While these reforms, when taken together, constitute a radical and ingenious 
evolution o f legal instrumentation, they were not intended as such. Rather, each assize 
and each constitution as enacted by Henry as a means o f achieving greater centralization 
and efficiency o f administration throughout his kingdom. Control was his objective, law 
was his vessel, jurisdiction his instrument, and political savvy his means o f attainment. 
Ultimately, the legal reforms o f Henry II revolutionized legal administration in England 
and formed the basis o f English Common Law.
54 IBID
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Stephen D ecatur and the early U.S. Navy 
By Timothy Smalarz ‘07
III
After the Revolutionary War the United States slowly realized the need for a true 
Navy. Since most o f  the states bordered some sort of water they were vulnerable and 
needed to safeguard themselves. The makeshift Navy o f the war had done its job, but 
now the states were a country, and had to act and look like one. If they were to achieve 
this end they needed knowledgeable and experienced sailors. One o f these fine men, who 
would bring glory and honor to the early Navy, was Stephen Decatur. He had been 
around sailing his entire life, and this advantage gave him the prowess to lead a young 
country deep into the seas that bordered their newly formed union.
One midshipman described Decatur as “an officer of uncommon character, o f rare 
promise, a man o f an age, one perhaps not equaled in a million!” Similar endorsements 
followed Decatur throughout the rest of his life. He started out just like any other 
midshipman, yet he worked his way up quickly because o f the way in which he carried 
himself. Every man was as equal to another in Decatur’s eyes—this made him favorable 
among the men he commanded. Decatur would be a hero to many and an enemy to few, 
but those few always understood that he would go to any lengths to ensure victory. 1
When Decatur was assigned his first command at sea he wanted his men to act the 
part o f  a true Navy. In fact, one o f his officers said he “seemed, as if by magic, to hold a 
boundless sway over the hearts o f seamen at first sight.” By gaining respect from his 
men he was able to conduct a new Navy better than most would have ever thought at this 
time. Although he had served just as long as most of the men o f which he was in 
command, Decatur understood his role. Life at sea was in no way similar to that on land. 
There were different rules to be followed, and Decatur was responsible for enforcing 
them. He would have to deal with many problems among his men, and they respected 
him for the way in which he dealt with them.2
Most o f the men who enlisted in the Navy were sailors from merchant ships.
They lacked the discipline that a Navy needed, and Decatur recognized that he would not
1 Robert J, Allison, Stephen Decatur: American Naval Hero, 177 9-1820.(Amherst: University O f 
M assachusetts Press, 2005), 25.
2 Ibid, 30.
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have an easy task. Decatur himself would even get mixed up in situations that were not 
seen as proper, but he went about them the best way that he could. A fine example is 
what occurred on February 14,1803 in Malta.3
That morning Decatur stood with one o f his midshipmen, Joseph Bainbridge, who 
was to duel James Cochran, the secretary o f Malta’s Governor. After months at sea 
Decatur’s men, especially Bainbridge, became restless. Cochran was one o f  the most 
experienced duelists, and Decatur knew that Bainbridge could not handle a man of 
Cochran’s caliber. Therefore, as Bainbridge’s commanding officer, Decatur stepped into 
the fray and insisted that he take the place o f Bainbridge. He was refused because he had 
no “quarrel” with Cochran personally. The duel took two attempts, and Bainbridge 
would be the one standing in the end. Even though Decatur was not responsible for this 
duel, he felt compelled to take the place o f this young man. It helped generate the respect 
that would follow Decatur throughout his days in the Navy.4
Decatur was a man o f “eager action and meticulous preparation” which mimicked 
that o f Edward Preble, a senior member o f the Naval force. In having these unique 
characteristics, Decatur would help formulate one o f the most vital missions the Navy 
would face in its early
existence. During the Barbary Wars the U.S.S. Philadelphia had been taken by opposing 
forces and docked in the port o f Tripoli. It was a key vessel to the Navy, but they knew 
that there was no opportunity to properly recover the ship. Instead they would have to act 
decisively, and they came to the conclusion that the best idea would be to bum it. Some 
credit Decatur with this idea, because he was the one who would eventually carry out this 
mission. The respect he held allowed for a full crew to voluntarily come together under 
h is  command.5
Decatur made a name for himself by carrying out the mission o f the U.S.S. 
Philadelphia successfully. The mission was not easy due to o f the crew’s lack of 
knowledge o f the port o f Tripoli. Through his command, Decatur was able to provide 
clear leadership and pass on orders to his men in an orderly fashion. According to one 
historian the mission possessed the best “fortitude under adverse conditions” to date in 
the Navy. This was due in part to Decatur’s “calm and courageous” demeanor in such a 
situation. Decatur and his men found their way into the harbor and were able to complete 
the mission successfully even though they were fired upon. They held strong in the 
conditions in which they found themselves. This established Decatur’s strength as a 
leader, and made others within the Navy try their best to attain a similar level.6
By successfully completing this mission, Decatur opened the door for the Navy to 
finally take hold o f the Tripolian conflict. Along with the mighty U.S.S. Constitution, led 
by Preble, and many other gunboats, led by Decatur and other officers, the Navy was able 
to directly take aim at the coast o f Tripoli. The fighting would be brutal, and Decatur’s 
role very pivotal. He was able to command his men quite dutifully through the chaos of 
oncoming bombardment from the Tripolians. Decatur’s sheer bravery and ability to 
conduct the situation properly led Preble to promote him to Captain. Not only had he 
destroyed the U.S.S. Philadelphia, but he had also stood strong in the face o f  his first all-
3 Ibid, 37.
4 Ibid, 37.
5 Ibid, 45-46
6 Frederick C. Leiner, “ ...the greater the honor” : Decatur and Naval leadership,” Naval H istory 15, no. 5
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out fight against enemy forces. He was therefore, given the “order to repair to Malta and 
there take command o f the U.S.S. Constitution.” At such a young age, Decatur had 
proven himself.7
The force o f the Navy finally began to take form and Decatur was a huge part of 
its success. Years after the conflict in Tripoli, Decatur would become one o f the most 
senior members o f the Navy. Since there was no significant action, Decatur began 
patrolling the shores o f the northern coast in order to enforce the Embargo Act o f 1807. 
The act “cut off all American trade” with Britain and France. The work was not 
demanding at all, and Decatur preoccupied his time by making the men on his ship, the 
U.S.S. Chesapeake, better fighters. Within months his men were better equipped in 
“drilling and artillery” matters. He also accomplished their honing by dealing with the 
men in a very civil manner. Instead o f making them feel below him, he made them want 
to work to the highest level imaginable. If not they were dismissed. Not only did he 
accomplish these goals, but he was also able to sway his group to stay through their 
enlistment period. Again, this only points to the amount of respect these men garnered 
for him.8
With the embargo imposed, the United States understood that war might be 
imminent. The only way to defend themselves at first was to have the best possible 
Navy. Decatur had been reassigned from the U.S.S. Chesapeake to the U.S.S. United 
States. Similar to his style on the former ship, he made his men superior fighters. On 
June 21,1812, Decatur and other senior officials received word that the United States 
was at war with Britain, and to act swiftly to gain ground early.9 Decatur knew that “No 
ship has better men than she now has” (referencing the U.S.S. United States). His 
confidence, almost arrogance, showed the extent to which he believed in his crew. 10
Decatur’s ship, the U.S.S. United States, set sail along with the other major 
frigates of the Navy. Eventually, they broke off from each other to defend separate 
territories from the British. Decatur would benefit greatly from this decision. Years 
earlier he had encountered a British ship, the HMS Macedonian, commanded by Captain 
John Cardin. Carden had expressed that if he ever encountered Decatur during war he 
“should be obliged to capture you (Decatur).” Now, off the coast o f Africa he had his 
shot. Decatur realized that a situation like this was vital to his cause as well. The training 
Decatur had instilled in his men payed off greatly. His men caught the HMS Macedonian 
off-guard with their precision and speed o f attack. It did not take long for the HMS 
Macedonian to succumb to the U.S.S. United States. Decatur had claimed the largest 
prize in the war to that point, and the only way to celebrate properly was to take 
command o f the broken ship. Once again Decatur showed great leadership skills, and his 
humanitarian side as well. The surviving crew o f the HMS Macedonian was treated with 
utmost respect and dignity, even Carden. Even during war, Decatur was a civil man who 
recognized that every man should put up a good fight, while understanding that there had 
to be a victor and loser. By contributing to the early Navy once again in such fashion,
7 Fletcher Pratt. Preble’s Boys: Com m odore Preble and the Birth o f  American Sea Power. (N ew York: 
W illiam  Sloane Associates, 1950), 95-97.
8 R obert J. Allison. Stephen Decatur: American Naval Hero, 1779-1820.(Amherst: University O f 
M assachusetts Press, 2005), 99-103.
9 Irvin Anthony. Decatur. (N ew York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1931), 176-181
10 R obert J. Allison, Stephen Decatur: American Naval Hero, 1779-1820.(Amherst: University O f 
M assachusetts Press, 2005), 109.
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Decatur continued to gain accolades from his peers and superiors. He deserved it, for he 
and his crew were the first Americans to “capture a British frigate and bring it safely to 
an American port.” This in itself was significant— Decatur and his crew received the full 
prize money for the vessel, and Decatur would become the leading prize receiver 
throughout the war. 11
Throughout this period Decatur was involved with Robert Fulton, the inventor of 
the steam-powered ship. He consulted with Fulton on developing o a ship for the Navy 
that would be able to outrun any other ship with its sails and steam-powered engine 
combined. Decatur’s interest in a subject such as this one demonstrates that he was 
thinking o f the greater good o f the future Navy and wished for it to have the best tools 
possible. Their first venture would be the Demologos, a steam-powered warship being 
built in New York harbor during the war. Its intended use was to protect the coast of 
New Jersey, and more importantly New York City. Around the same time, Decatur took 
control o f the U.S.S. President; unfortunately for him it consisted o f a less experienced 
crew than his previous two ships. Decatur would face a challenge under the command of 
this ship. Due to the lack o f  ability o f his crew and the circling o f a few British frigates, 
Decatur knew that if anything were to happen, he would have to destroy the ship, just like 
the U.S.S. Philadelphia, in order to prevent its capture. Instead, he decided to fight. He 
was claimed to say, “This is a favorite ship o f the country. If we allow her to be taken we 
shall be deserted by our wives and sweethearts.” These words alone empowered his men.
Unfortunately for Decatur he would face one o f his rare defeats. Distinguished as 
he was, people who had heard the wonderful stories of Decatur did not wish to see their 
man conquered. Instead, they believed in building him a brand new ship so that he could 
“return to the sea and to glory.” Even though he had not succeeded, Decatur was 
supported by the people he served. He had demonstrated poise and valor unlike any other 
man o f his time. He did not back down even when he knew there was only a slight 
chance for victory. Usually, victory was what he accomplished; that is why people 
wanted him back at sea. 12
The people wanted to see their hero make a comeback, and Decatur would get 
that chance not long after the War o f 1812 had finished. More problems had arisen in the 
Mediterranean between the United States and Algiers— in fact war was declared on 
Algiers by the U.S. Congress, thus the need for a fleet o f ships in the region. Since the 
U.S.S. President had run its course, Decatur would be given command of the U.S.S. 
Guerrire. This time he understood that a letdown would be an embarrassment and more 
importantly unacceptable. Decatur tried to confuse the Algerian Navy constantly by 
switching the flags on the ship. Soon he was able to comer them, and the Algerians had 
to ask for a “truce.” Essentially he had won victory, but being the man that he was, he 
understood that things were not so simple. Instead, he took the diplomacy into his own 
hands. His demands o f the Algerians were straightforward; if they did not accept, then 
they would face consequences. His persuasive abilities were able to convince them that 
they were no match for his forces. Decatur stood by his demands. He wished to right a 
wrong for what had happened with the U.S.S. President. Decatur was able to leave the
11 Ibid, 115-127.
12 Ibid, 145-158.
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region with the reassurance that he had put up the best fight out there. 13
Decatur had taken on a very diplomatic role during his second tour o f duty in the 
Mediterranean. After brokering deals with both the Algiers and Tunis, John Quincy 
Adams praised Decatur for his actions with Algiers, saying that he “made a durable 
impression on its [United States] future policy; and I most ardently pray that the example, 
which you have given, o f  rescuing our country from the disgrace o f a tributary treaty, 
may become our irrevocable law
for all future times.” Such an endorsement from a statesman such as Adams only 
validates the importance o f Decatur to the Navy at this time. He had brought proper 
respect for the United States and was considered to be “the favorite o f the navy, and 
honored by the voluntary and unanimous applause o f his countrymen.” These statements 
validate his contribution to the Navy’s history. Without him, it is quite possible that 
many o f the Naval victories and diplomatic matters would have been solved quite 
differently. 14 It harkens back to a description o f Decatur as, “an officer o f uncommon 
character, o f rare promise, a man o f an age, one perhaps not equaled in a million!” ! 5 
This was Decatur.
Decatur would never live to see his full glory. Instead he would be killed in a 
duel by Commodore James Barron in 1820. This event shattered many people’s lives, 
from the Naval department to the normal lad who aspired to be the next great Naval 
commander. His impact on people this early in American history potentially puts him on 
par with some o f  the founding fathers. If not for Decatur and his methodical way of 
reviewing everything from strategy to foreign policy, then this nation may have never had 
a chance against the British or in the Mediterranean. Conceivably, Decatur’s slight 
involvement with political affairs could have led him to run for congress, or even the 
presidency. The vast majority o f  the people in the nation at the time knew that they 
needed a new hero, and Decatur was their man. The previous generation was led by 
George Washington; this new generation of the 19th century was led by Stephen Decatur. 
His impact on this country’s history still rings true today. In defending our borders at 
home or at sea, Decatur tried his best, even when he knew the seas might be choppy.16
13 Carroll S. Alden and Ralph Earle, Makers of Naval Tradition. (Boston: Ginn and Com pany, 1925), 57- 
59.
14 Robert J. Allison. Stephen Decatur: American Naval Hero, 1779-1820.(Amherst: U niversity O f 
M assachusetts Press, 2005), 168-178.
15 Ibid, 25.
16 Ibid, 200-211.
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Book Review I
Slow W alk in a Sad Rain 
By John P. McAfee
Reviewed By Sarah Bischoff ‘08
The cynical narrative voice in Slow Walk in a Sad Rain by John P. McAfee offers 
sarcasm and wit as a conduit to gaining some understanding o f a war that is not understandable. 
Written in a style very similar to that o f the absurd novel Catch-22 by Joseph Heller, this 
fictional account o f a soldier’s participation in the Vietnam War is perhaps more accurate in 
depicting the experience of that war than any other nonfiction work. Filled with darkly comedic 
episodes that cannot but force the reader to laugh out loud, Slow Walk in a Sad Rain employs 
various accounts o f absurd events to illustrate the idea that war is absurd. After completing the 
novel the reader inevitably flips back to the Author’s Note, which clearly states “I have seen 
most of these events,” unsure of whether to be amazed, amused, or horrified.
The Author’s Note is particularly useful as a reminder that, while the events are often 
unbelievably absurd, they do have more than just a base in reality. As McAfee explains, “Fiction 
has been described as truth-and-a-half. So it is within these pages.” He has taken his own 
experiences in the Special Forces, as well as stories which Vietnam veterans have related to him 
over the years, and created a novel that portrays reality in an artistic form. This is especially 
important to keep in mind at several points throughout the novel, such as when McAfee 
describes his base in terms o f the Emerald City o f The Wizard of Oz, or when natives o f Laos 
chase after the American soldiers, firing their bows and arrows. Some o f these events could not 
possibly have occurred, yet they are not entirely fictional but based on actual events witnessed by 
McAfee during the war.
While there is certainly a great amount o f  humor in this novel, that humor is 
always relevant to the main theme: that everything about war is absurd. The ridiculousness o f the 
military bureaucracy is one key facet o f this theme. One o f the orders given to the soldiers by the 
U.S. command states that certain Vietnamese villages have been “pacified.” The U.S. military 
wants McAfee and the other soldiers o f the camp to sleep in the villages, to make sure they really 
are pacified, and to “Report immediately if  information is incorrect.” The report contradicts itself 
because it states the villages are pacified, and then orders the soldiers to go into them to see if 
they really are pacified. Upon first reading this line the reader smirks at the absurdity of the 
order. As the narration continues, however, he realizes the seriousness o f the predicament the
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soldiers face, simply because the U.S. army is giving out such ridiculous orders. The soldiers 
going into that village may all be killed because it really isn’t “pacified” at all.
An entertaining, exciting novel that forces reality upon the reader in a nonsensical way 
that makes complete sense, Slow Walk in a Sad Rain is an account o f the Vietnam War that 
should be read by everyone. Its dark comedy reaches out to all people, from the most Iaidback to 
the most serious. More importantly, it provides an interesting way to understand a war that 
continues to impact so many people, even today. Especially considering the American 
involvement in the Iraq War today, it is necessary to examine war and its many wide-ranging 
effects. Slow Walk in a Sad Rain, without reserve or apology, exposes the very essence o f war 
for all to see.
New York: Warner Books, Inc., 1993
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Book Review II
M uham m ad and th e  O rig ins o f  Islam  
By F.E. Peters
MUHAMMADISLAM
Reviewed by Christopher Schwartz (Graduate Student)
For the pious, God and the attainment o f paradise are the great foci o f Islam; for 
the historian, it is, o f necessity, Muhammad— the man more so than his myth. Though 
eminent scholars such as Bernard Lewis and Karen Armstrong have long argued that the 
Muslim religion was born “in the full light of history,” New York University professor 
F.E. Peters contends the opposite: the extant sources have been so heavily shaped by 
historical forces, particularly Middle Eastern politics alongside shifts and rifts in Islamic 
historiography and exegesis. This is the challenge o f Peters’ Muhammad and the Origins 
of Islam, in which the professor attempts to discern from the dim recesses o f the seventh 
century Arabia the prophet’s environment, his actions, and when possible, his beliefs.
Muslims have been writing biographies o f Muhammad since the eighth century, 
most o f  which have essentially been hagiographies, Non-Muslims have been examining 
the Arabian prophet, whom they first dubbed “Mahomet,” since the twelfth century. 
These works were unapologetically polemical in character until the nineteenth century, 
when such works as Studies in Religious History by Ernest Renan first appeared, 
exhibiting a fair yet far more rigorously critical approach. Ever since, the goal o f modem 
historical research has been to reconstruct as objective a picture as possible o f the man 
and his ministry.
In his preface and appendix, Peters points out just how difficult this is due to the 
intractability o f the sources. Among these are Ibn al-Kalbi’s Book of Idols, an eighth 
century work which was the first serious historical treatise o f pre-Islamic Arabia; Ibn 
Ishaq’s The Life of the Apostle of God, a biographical work which underwent substantial 
revision over the centuries (the original edition o f which is no longer extant); the histories 
o f the great Muslim historian at-Tabari; o f course the Hadith, the recorded sayings and 
doings o f the prophet, and the Koran, which Renan was the first to characterize as the 
literal preachings o f Muhammad. “The history o f Muhammad and the origins o f Islam 
begins... and ends with the Quran [sic]” Peters writes, adding, “What commends it so 
powerfully to the historian is its authenticity, not as the Word o f God... but rather as a
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document to what Muhammad said.”1 *
The chief difficulty o f using the Koran, however, lies in the fact that it is a text 
without a context: its chapters, revealed to the first Muslims gradually over twelve years, 
have been arranged according to length, not chronology, and as Peters notes, the scripture 
is exceptionally vague to historical events. “For Muhammad, unlike Jesus, there is no 
Josephus to provide contemporary political context,” he explains. “No literary apocrypha 
for a spiritual context and no Qumran scrolls.”2 * Hence his turn to the other sources, 
which are even more problematic than the Koran in that they have been encrusted, often 
deliberately, with dogmas and traditions. As a result, this is first and foremost a 
biography, and though it stays close to its sources, it does have a tinge o f  revisionism as 
Peters periodically attempts to extrapolate alternative meanings from the texts.
Peters’ work, serving simultaneously as capstone for two centuries o f scholarship 
and a diving board for the next century is immensely valuable. This is not to say that it is 
not without problems. For example, almost from the beginning we run into difficulties. 
Although Peters alleges to have written this book for a general audience, the way in 
which it references sources and Islamic terms without much explanation clearly indicates 
that this is not a work for the uninitiated.
The book consists o f twelve chapters, with a preface and an appendix. This 
appendix, entitled “The Quest for the Historical Muhammad” was written following the 
conceptual lines o f  an article by him which appeared under the same title in The 
International Journal of Middle East Studies3 It is among the richest and most valuable 
sections o f the entire work in that it discusses the numerous technical problems which 
await the historian who attempts to engage the Koran and Hadith, problems that originate 
in the obscure— and, for the pious, controversial—editorial processes which gave birth to 
the documents. Judging this “daunting stuff,” Peters opted to have it in the back o f the 
book. Ironically, this appendix is among the most readable o f all his chapters, presenting 
its information in a succinct and pre-digested manner; if there is one bone the reader 
should have to pick with him, it is that this wasn’t the very first chapter.
The book really picks up speed in its last seven chapters, when Peters delves into 
Muhammad’s life, from his lineage to his birth and marriage through to his war with 
Mecca and his death. However it is a bit o f a slog in its opening five chapters, when he 
details the situational backdrop, namely, the al-Jahaliyya, the “Age o f Ignorance,” 
otherwise known as pre-Islamic Arabia. This is the weakest section o f the text due to its 
tendency for incoherence. For example, his depiction o f Meccan geography is, to be 
frank, garbled. This incoherence makes it seem as though Peters has never stepped foot 
inside the holy city, which is very probable given the Ottoman and later Saudi 
authorities’ dislike for khaffir -  intrusion—and it also seems that he never conferred with 
anyone, Muslim or not, who has.
Another example o f the weakness o f  these chapters is that Peters’ description o f 
pre-historic Mecca, especially its founding, is overly dependent upon the legends 
recorded by Ishaq, at-Tabari, al-Kalbi, and some tafsiris (Koranic commentators).4 He
1 Peters, F .E. Muhammad and the Origins of Islam. (Albany: State University o f  New  York Press, 1994):
p. 257
5 Ibid., p. 259
1 Peters, F.E, “The Quest for the Historical M uham mad.” The International Journal of Middle East Studies. 
23 (1991), 291-315. Available in full text online at JSTOR.
4 Peters, Muhammad, pp. 1-30
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does an admirable job o f including what little is known o f the Romans’ Arabia Felix and 
Arabia Deserta, as well as Abyssianian, Persian, and Yemeni perspectives, but he gives 
too short shrift to tantalizing references in other sources, such as “Makoraba,” the city’s 
possible cameo in Ptomely’s work, or “Bakkah,” an alternative name for Mecca which 
appears in the Koran’s third chapter.5 His discussion o f pre-historic Mecca is also the 
first warning that, although Peters surpasses his predecessors in his incorporation of 
relevant scholarly research findings published during the 1970s and 80s, he cannot escape 
the narrative order imposed by the Muslim writers. Indeed, a solid third o f the entire 
book consists o f  excerpts, many o f  which are pages long— academically it is surprising 
that he opted for such a style.
The professor is seemingly trapped not only by his Muslim predecessors’ 
historical framework, but also their exegetical system, in which the Koran is all too neatly 
and conveniently divided into Meccan and Medinan chapters. Peters does little— indeed, 
he is little able— to posit alternative approaches beyond merely casting reasonable doubt 
upon certain verses and at other times offering revisionist ideas on the why’s and how’s 
about such-and-such sentence or word. Nonetheless, whenever he does decide to 
exercise his speculative muscle is also when the book shines. The two best examples of 
this is his whole eye-opening treatments o f the “Satanic Verses” incident and 
Muhammad’s cantankerous relationship with the Jews o f Yathrib (later, Medina), during 
which he utilizes the Koran itself as his primary point o f  engagement.
His discussion o f Muhammad’s conflicts with the Jews highlights the crux of 
Peters’s entire project, namely, that the Koran is not (or not only) a scripture, the eternal, 
unchanging Word o f God, but also an artifact o f history, as much shaped by events as 
also a shaper, and that Muhammad was himself as much a product o f circumstances as a 
visionary and prodigy. The reason that this book even needs to exist lies in the fact that 
“Muslim tradition found it increasingly difficult to accept that Muhammad had been, 
perhaps for most o f his life, before his call, a pagan. The doctrine o f  Muhammad’s 
‘impeccability,’ [as well as the Koran’s eternality] was grounded, like its Christian 
counterpart, Mary’s perpetual virginity, on the principle o f quod decet.”6
Again and again in-Peters’s book we are reminded of how Muslim tradition has 
encrusted the historical sources. That Peters is even able to wedge in as many 
reconsiderations as he does makes his endeavor very worthwhile. Yet, it must be pointed 
out that there are some glaring oversights in the text. Most startling is when he fails to 
discuss the historical origins o f one o f  Islam’s most distinctive features, namely, its 
unitarianism vis-a-vis Christianity. Though the Koran deems Jesus Christ the al-Masihu, 
“the Messiah,” and appears to incorporate miraculous stories o f him from apocryphal 
sources, including possibly the Gospel o f Thomas, it seems to reject the Crucifixion, and 
it is outright in its opposition to the Trinity, which it deems a kind o f hidden theological 
polytheism.
These notions have been at the root o f Islam’s competition with Christianity, but 
their appearance in the Koran are somewhat startling and puzzling, considering that 
Muhammad had no direct conflict, armed or otherwise, with peninsular Christians. What 
few fights he did have with Christians occurred only in the form of ill-conceived raids 
into the far-away lands o f  Sinai and Syria. Moreover, after “The Year o f  the Elephant,”
5 Ibid., p. 64 and Koran 3:96
6 Ibid., p. 131
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in which an Abyssian-backed Abraha expedition was trounced by Meccan forces forty 
years before Muhammad’s ministry began,7 Christians were never serious competitors for 
the prize, that is, West-Central Arabia.
Another major oversight on the part of Peters is the Koran’s notion o f al-khatam- 
an-nabbiyin, “the seal o f the prophets.” The term khatam refers to a wax seal or 
ornament, something moldable and with the implication o f authority. Muslim tradition 
has conflated its meaning with the term khatim, which literally means “final” or “last.” 
This interpretation sparked civil wars between orthodox and heterodox forces within the 
Caliphate, heaped fuel onto the Sunni-Shia fire, and dangerously constrained the 
development o f mysticism in Islam, a natural aspect o f most organized religions but one 
about which most Muslims have been undecided, often violently so, as with the recent 
case o f  the Baha'i. How and why this important notion, which appears only once in the 
Koran, ever occurred at all, and what exactly it might really mean, is not discussed.
There is one more oversight, indeed, a critical flaw: the complete and utter dearth 
o f archeological information. Historians tend to conceive of their discipline as dealing 
with sola biblia, texts alone. Yet, in order to understand pre-historic societies such as 
Muhammad’s (the Koran literally birthed the literate age of Arabian civilization), it is 
absolutely vital that they include material cultural sources in their analyses. Nowhere is 
this flimsiness o f archeologically uninformed history more pronounced in Peters’s book 
than in his description o f the founding o f Mecca, as well as when he is discussing 
Muhammad’s wars with other settlements and cities, especially the polytheist redoubt of 
Ta’if  and his failed invasion o f Byzantine Syria.
Truth be told, this may have been something beyond Peters’s control. Modem 
archeology’s emergence as a discipline over the course o f the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries has coincided with the rise of the House o f Saud, a royal family who has 
pegged their political fortunes upon an ideology o f religious primitivism and as a result 
has been very hostile toward scientific investigation o f Islam’s origins. While the various 
regimes o f  Ethiopia, Egypt, Jordan, Syria, even Yemen, have welcomed archeologists, 
the Saudis, who enjoy clinging to such erroneous beliefs as the Arabian peninsula being 
“ 100% Muslim” (disregarding the presence o f Bedouin polytheists in the central regions, 
or the legions o f Filipino Christian workers in the midst o f their cities), have shunned 
them as possible “threats to the faith.”
This brings home the final and crucial point: historians o f Islam mustn’t continue 
to accept the hoary assertion that Islam was bom “in the full light o f  history.” They must 
not be fooled that the “original” sources, by virtue o f their being so copious, so variously 
attested, and their redaction so clear and “unambiguous,” are accurate. Neither we 
moderns nor our predecessors are in any position to know exactly what happened and 
how this grand religion grew from such humble, unlikely, and uncooperative beginnings. 
Peters’s book, therefore, is a reminder that the origins o f Islam may, when all is said and 
done, have to be sought outside the dominion of historiography; the truth o f what 
happened—why it happened— is probably to be found in the same place from which all 
other great religions are bom: inside the human being.
New York: State University o f New York Press, 1994.
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